
 
South East Circuit 
21 August 2020 
 
 
Dear Heads of Chambers, 
 
RE: issues highlighted following return of Crown Court Jury Trials 
 
I am writing to ask for your support with some issues that we have identified following the return of 
trials to Crown Courts in Thames and Chiltern Area in the new COVID secure regime.  If you would be 
kind enough to impress this upon the members of chambers, I would be grateful. 
 
Jury Bundles 
As you are aware, Jury Bundles remain a fundamental part of the jury trial process.  With COVID, 
they do however provide a new challenge.  We must undertake several new and additional steps in 
producing bundles to ensure they are provided safely and timely to court.   
 
To provide some background on the steps we must now undertake, upon receiving agreed Jury 
Bundle Indices: 

• One of our paralegal officers will submit it, and the material to one of the 4 outsourced 
printing centres around England and Wales;   

• Bundles are securely printed and couriered back to our local CPS office, which is taking 
approximately 2 days;   

• Upon receipt, every sheet is sanitised and placed in sanitised plastic wallets and folders;  
• Jury bundles are now personal copies, rather than shared, and a single defendant single 

counsel case will require 18 copies of any printed jury bundle.  
• The bundles are then dispatched to the required court, and must be at court a minimum of 

72 hours before trial starts, again to comply with the COVID regime. 
 
We have had several instances recently where instructions have not been received in time to allow 
this to take place.  We are therefore asking for your support in two ways to help us take this 
forward: 

1. We are asking Counsel to agree dates with defence in relation to the Jury Bundle Index at 
PTPH, or PTR or Mention before trial, and to seek a judicial order confirming the same. 

2. Furthermore, we request that all Counsel confirm agreed Jury Bundles to the CPS no less 
than 5 working days before the trial is due to start, to ensure we can comply with our 
obligations (e.g. for a trial beginning on 24 August, the JB Index to be with CPS by the 17 
August). 

 
Due to the tight timescales created by the required way of working, any amendments will take place 
at court.  We must however stress that these must be kept to a minimum.  The court environment is 
not designed for the level of printing/re-work we have hitherto been able to undertake. 
 
Clickshare, Jury Video Capture (JVC) and other digital software 
 
I attach a Link to HMCTS Guidance about ClickShare multimedia sharing technology. 
 
Crown Counsel is responsible for:  

• Ensuring evidence is available at the hearing.  
• Ensuring evidence is playable i.e. appropriate/compatible format, from their device.  

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/864158/crown-in-court-presentation-user-guide_Dec_2019_pdf.pdf
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• Actively seeking to use the ClickShare equipment at all available opportunities.  
• Ensuring that their devices are compatible and can be used with ClickShare equipment and 

other software used at court (e.g. Crown Court DCS (‘Caselines’), Jury Video Capture, Egress, 
Evidence.com, Nice.com). 

• Advising the Court Clerk to record a digitally shared piece of evidence on JVC for later 
viewing in the retirement room. 

 
In helping support the Area with timely provision of Jury Bundles, we also request all Counsel 
continue to seek to use ClickShare at all available opportunities, starting with considering whether 
items truly require to be in hard print.  For example, transcripts of VRIs should only be provided to 
jurors when there is an issue with sound quality, to reduce the risk of jurors missing vital body 
language on the screen. 
 
We have noticed several instances recently on the day of trial, where requests have been made to 
print images and other items that could otherwise have been presented via Clickshare.  In writing, 
we fully acknowledge that sensitive items will continue to require printing, but to ensure that this is 
done at the best quality and in the safest way for all users, these requests must be in place as part of 
the confirmed Jury Bundle Index and requests thereafter must be minimised. 
 
Discs and Laptops 
May we respectfully ask you to remind your members that discs are no longer being sent to courts 
equipped with Jury Video Capture (JVC), as many courts in the Thames Chiltern Area are.  The police 
officer in the case will also no longer be attending with disc and laptop, other than when JVC is 
unavailable. Therefore ClickShare via counsel’s laptops must be used (e.g. to play VRIs to the jury). 
 
Due to recent examples, we are respectfully reminding all counsel that it is their responsibility to 
download to their device any Multimedia Evidence they intend to play before attending court.  Their 
equipment must be able to integrate with the ClickShare and other software at court.  We have seen 
several issues with Apple Mac laptops and iPads where the correct software has not been 
downloaded in advance, causing inconvenience to the Court and frustration for the Judge and other 
court users. 
 
As indicated, this letter is sent to advise in one communication of the challenges faced in the ‘new 
normal’ arrangements at court, and the implications on the way we work.  As we meet these 
challenges, they will no doubt become second nature, and time at court will not be wasted. 
 
If any members of chambers would benefit from assistance in ClickShare, Crown Court DCS 
(‘Caselines’), Jury Video Capture, Egress, Evidence.com, Nice.com we would expect this to be 
undertaken independently.  
 
Yours sincerely, 
  
 
 
 
Alex Jennings 
Senior District Business Manager 
Crown Courts 

Chris Derrick 
Deputy Chief Crown Prosecutor 
Crown Courts

 


